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FITZ AND THE TANTRUMS TO RELEASE NEW HOLIDAY EP
PERFECT HOLIDAY ON NOVEMBER 10

PRE-ORDER/PRE-SAVE HERE

LEAD  SINGLE “GIVE LOVE THIS YEAR” AVAILABLE NOW
LISTEN HERE | WATCH HERE
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With the most wonderful time of the year in full swing, multi-platinum band Fitz and The Tantrums have
announced they will release their first-ever holiday EP, Perfect Holiday next Friday, November 10 via
Elektra. The EP is available to pre-order/pre-save beginning today HERE. To herald the announcement,
the band has shared a new holiday original entitled “Give Love This Year .” Listen HERE and watch a
visualizer for the track on the band’s official YouTube channel HERE.
 
About the EP, Fitz and The Tantrums’ frontman Michael “Fitz” Fitzpatrick shares, “No matter how crazy
life gets, we can all agree the holidays are life’s little timeout. It’s a moment to slow down and appreciate
what you have and who you have in your life. That’s what Perfect Holiday is about to us. It’s friends, it’s
family, it’s fun, and now it’s hopefully Fitz and The Tantrums for you!”

For the EP, the musicians notably wrote and recorded five holiday anthems of their own. Together, they
tap into the spirit of the season with a joyously delightful Fitz and The Tantrums twist. It has all the
ingredients of an annual staple. Get ready to unwrap Perfect Holiday soon!
 
This summer, Fitz and The Tantrums dropped the Deluxe Edition of their latest full-length studio album
Let Yourself Free . Listen HERE. Recently, they’ve performed sold out shows coast-to-coast as well as
taking over television, appearing on The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon , Good Morning America ,
and Live With Kelly and Mark . The band also brought holiday cheer to the 2022 Macy’s Thanksgiving
Day Parade, Dick Clark’s New Year’s Rockin’ Eve , and the 2023 Rose Parade. In addition to amassing
tens of millions of streams, the album earned critical acclaim from Rolling Stone, American Songwriter,
and more.
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Let Yourself Free followed Fitz and The Tantrums’ 2019 album All the Feels, which featured the top 10
hit “I Just Wanna Shine” and was supported by national television appearances on Jimmy Kimmel
LIVE!, Good Morning America , and Live with Kelly and Ryan . 

FITZ AND THE TANTRUMS - “GIVE LOVE THIS YEAR”
LISTEN HERE | WATCH HERE

Perfect Holiday EP Tracklisting:
1. Give Love This Year
2. Perfect Holiday
3. World Without Xmas
4. Some Kind Of Christmas
5. Caroling

ABOUT FITZ AND THE TANTRUMS:
Multi-platinum artists Fitz and The Tantrums have energized popular music and culture with a series of
unshakable, undeniable, and ubiquitous anthems and albums. Since 2008, the Los Angeles collective
have magnified the scope of pop with a dash of indie, a dose of soul, and a whole lot of dancefloor-ready
bounce. Their catalog spans fan favorite records such as Pickin’ up the Pieces [2010], More Than Just A
Dream [2013], the gold-certified Fitz and The Tantrums  [2016], and All the Feels [2019]. Along the way,
they’ve impressively tallied just shy of 4 billion streams and counting powered by enduring hits such as
the 4x-platinum “HandClap,” 3x-platinum “Out of My League,” platinum “The Walker,” and gold
“Moneygrabber.” As an inescapable presence, their music has notably coursed through the mainstream
conversation, soundtracking films on NETFLIX and campaigns for CVS Wellness, Sunchips, Sofi, Xfinity,
Walmart, Norwegian Cruise Line, Lays, and Wells Fargo, to name a few. Beyond standout performances
everywhere from Coachella and Bonnaroo to numerous late-night television shows, they’ve consistently
sold out some of the most iconic venues in the world, including The Forum and Red Rocks
Amphitheatre. Not to mention, they’ve incited the applause from Rolling Stone,  Billboard, People, and
more. Fitz and The Tantrums’ most recent album Let Yourself Free  arrived in 2022 with bold, bright, and
buoyant singles “Sway” and “Moneymaker.”  The band is closing 2023 with their Perfect Holiday EP,
featuring original songs to ring in the holiday season
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Fitz and The Tantrums are:  Michael “Fitz” Fitzpatrick (vocals), Noelle Scaggs (vocals), James King
(saxophone, flute), Jeremy Ruzumna (keyboards), and Joseph Karnes (bass).
 

https://www.fitzandthetantrums.com/
Facebook | Instagram | Twitter | YouTube | TikTok
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